Commercial Security Systems

Intrusion and Fire Systems

Control Panels

Graphic Touchscreen Keypads

Our robust commercial fire
and burglary panels seamlessly
integrate with access control,
CCTV, long range radio, Internet
alarm communications and video
surveillance. Integrated door
control provides a unique
combination of security and
access control features.

A blend of head-turning style and
sophisticated design, graphic touchscreen keypads let you train your
employees in minutes. Available in
black and white and color interfaces,
you and your employees can control
security, operate lights, schedule
events and much more — with ease.

Motion Detectors
From traditional PIRs to Dual Technology
Sensors, we have a motion detector to
suit your business. From hardwired and
wireless to V-Plex polling loop, we offer
a selection to solve any installation
challenge.

Components of
a Commercial
Security System

Video Controllers
Take advantage of the latest digital
video technology by using a video
controller to deliver local and remote
video monitoring. From a monitor,
Symphony touchscreen or computer,
you can view cameras around your
business as well as recorded video
of specific events.

Reliable Communication
When You Need it Most
In a fire or burglary emergency, a
traditional system seizes the phone
line and dials the central station for
assistance. If the phone lines are
intentionally cut, how will the alarm
signal get through? That’s when
AlarmNet’s got you covered.

Honeywell’s AlarmNet has been
the nationwide leader in alarm
communications technology since
1986. AlarmNet’s commercial burglary
and fire services are reliable alternatives
for the transmission of alarm signals.
Offering extensive coverage, their
services meet UL High-Line Security
requirements for jewelry stores and
banks and listings for commercial
fire right out of the box, getting the
approval of AHJs nationwide.

Keypads

Glassbreak Detectors

Whether you choose a wired,
wireless or talking keypad, each
Honeywell keypad offers easy-to-use
solutions that put security at your
fingertips while reducing false alarms
and training time.

Rely on the industry’s most versatile
glassbreak detector as a first line of
defense. Offered in hardwired, wireless
or V-Plex looping technology, our
glassbreak line is extremely reliable and
keeps intruders where they belong:
outside your place of business.

Door and Window Sensors

Warning Sounders

A variety of sensors are available
for any type of door or window to
detect break-ins.

From sirens, to horns, to bells, we will
choose the right device to warn of a
fire, burglary or emergency.

A Variety of Communication
Technologies
AlarmNet provides cost-effective
communication solutions for commercial
burglary and fire applications, supported
by a variety of products and services.
Choose from radio technology, cellular
or Internet to deliver the alarm signal
from your business.

The Signal Path

➞
...from Business

➞
...to AlarmNet
Network

➞
...to Central
Station

...to Response
Team

No matter what technology you choose, all alarm signals are processed through
AlarmNet’s Network Control Center. Supervised 24 hours a day, your signal is
relayed to the central station to protect your business 365 days a year.
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